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Abstract. — This paper présents a new mixed finite element method for the computation of
incompressible viscoelastic fluids flows. The decoupled computation of stresses and velocities is
performed with an algorithm which involves a time approximation by alternating direction
implicit algorithms. The method is of order two in time and allows fast calculation of stationary
solutions. As finite éléments, we have used the zero divergence Raviart-Thomas element for
approximating the velocities, and the Lesaint-Raviart element for the stresses. Application of
the Oldroyd-B fluid in an abrupt contraction is given. The numerical results show that no upper
limit of the Weissenberg number is encountered.
Resumé. —- Nous présentons une nouvelle formulation mixte pour le calcul a" écoulements de
fluides viscoélastiques incompressibles. L'approximation en temps du problème est effectuée à
l'aide d'une méthode de directions alternées. Ceci nous conduit à un algorithme permettant de
découpler le calcul des vitesses de celui des contraintes. D'ordre deux en temps, cette méthode
permet de plus le calcul rapide de solutions stationnaires. L'élément à divergence nulle de
Raviart-Thomas est utilisé pour les vitesses, et celui de Lesaint-Raviart pour les contraintes. La
méthode est appliquée au problème de Vécoulement d'un fluide d'Oldroyd dans une contraction
brusque. Les résultats numériques ont été effectués sans rencontrer de nombre de Weissenberg
limite.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectacular effects occurring in viscoelastic fluid flows have been
extensively described in many books and papers (for example [1, 5]) and
cannot be predicted by Navier-Stokes équations. These phenomena are
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mainly related to memory and elongational effects of the material, which can
be represented by a suitable rheological model. In this context, numerical
simulation may be considered as an important tool for prédiction of
phenomena, as vortex flows which are of interest in polymer processing. In
the isothermal case, the basic équations of the problem are mass and
momentum équations to be solved together with a rheological constitutive
équation. The relevant set of équations is generally non-linear.
In relation to numerous applications and fundamental problems arising in
the field of non-Newtonian flows, intensive research has revealed the main
problems and theoretical difficulties for solving the large Systems obtained
from the discrétisation of the non-linear boundary value problems. We may
refer to Keunigs's book [16] as an exhaustive historical document on the
considérable work performed in viscoelastic flow calculations. We now
briefly recall and comment the main features of previous work reported
before 1987, and the more recent theoretical and numerical results beyond
this date. As many authors, we still find that it is convenient to define two
simple non-dimensional numbers Re and We to characterize the viscoelastic
fluid flows. The Reynolds number Re is given by
Re = P—

(1.1)

where r)n is the (constant) viscosity, p is the density, U is the characteristic
velocity and L is a characteristic length. The elastic number, We, generally
called the Weissenberg number (or Deborah number) is expressed by :
We = ^

(1.2)

where A is an average characteristic time of the fluid.
1.1. Main results before 1987
The numerical results have indicated a divergence of the algorithms
beyond We — 4. At that time, research has more investigated the problem of
computational « unstabilities » than realistic physical features. Although the
failure of the algorithms can be related to the theoretical foundations of the
constitutive models, we may generally question on flow problems occurring
close to singularities of complex geometries and theoretical problems due to
prescription of boundary conditions. Those numerical methods also lead
losses of convergence, which may explained as follows :
(i) non-compatibility between the approximating spaces for the stresses
and the velocities ;
(ii) the non-consideration of the hyperbolicity [15] of équations in relation
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to boundary conditions to be involved, and the approximating schemes for
the derivatives leading to wiggles for the solutions ;
(iii) the non-efficiency of the algorithms : the Computing times are
enormous and even macro-computers might be saturated.
1.2. In 1987 : Marchai and Crochet
In 1987, Marchai and Crochet [4] have presented the streamline upwind
technique introduced by Hughes and Brooks [3] for convection problems.
Using particular éléments for approximating the velocities and stresses,
numerical results were obtained for high We. The authors have adopted a
continuous finite element approximation for the stresses.
To obtain a weli-posed problem [9], as well as acceptable solutions in the
Stokes problem (at We = 0), these authors used meshes involving subelements.
Then, the resulting high order matrices arising from the discretized System
of équations had to be solved by use of a CRAY-XMP, with an important
computing time.
1.3. The recent work of M. Fortin and A. Fortin
The recent work of M. Fortin and A. Fortin [7] is also to be underlined. By
developing a non-continuous finite element approximation for the stresses,
the authors have proved that the problem is well-posed for We = 0 and have
used a discontinuous method proposed by Lesaint and Raviart [17].
However, when using high-order finite éléments, the corresponding
scheme does not verify the TVD (Total Variation Decreasing) condition
[12], and oscillating approximate solutions are obtained. The method still
involves large degrees of freedom, and the decoupled technique leads to high
computing times (on work stations), which prevents from further numerical
experiments.
1.4. The present work
In the present work, we develop a finite element method applied to the
Oldroyd-B constitutive model. The basic équations and the related
mathematical problems are presented in section 2. Taking into account the
incompressibility condition for the fluid (which implies the zero divergence
for the velocity vector), we consider the incompressible finite éléments of
Raviart and Thomas [10, 23].
In section 3, some original approximations of the stresses are proposed,
and are shown to correspond to a well-posed problem at We — 0. In
particular, for éléments of lower degree, a minimum size of the discretized
voh 28, rT 1, 1994
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problem is obtained (asymptotically, one degree-of-freedom by scalar
function and by element).
In section 4, on the basis of the work of Glowinski and Périaux [11] on
Navier-Stokes équations, we present a new algorithm using the alternating
directions implicit method. This enables us to découplé the difficulties
involved by the non-linearity of the équations. The non-stationary approach
is used to obtain solutions in steady flow situations.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In this section, we consider the gênerai laws of conservation of the
incompressible isothermal flow and the rheological constitutive équation of
the fluid. The boundary condition équations to be prescribed are also given.
2.1. The Oldroyd-B constitutive équation
The Cauchy stress tensor may be expressed as :
o- = - p / + 2 r 7 n D ( u ) + T

(2.1)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure, u is the velocity vector,
D(u) = - (Vu + W ) the rate-of-deformation tensor, r the extra-stress and
r]n > 0 dénotes the « solvent viscosity ». For the extra-stress tensor, we
consider the differential Oldroyd-B model [1, 19] of équation :
Ar + r =2 VvD(u)

(2.2)

where A > 0 is the relaxation time, r] v > 0 is the « elastic » viscosity. The
symbol (D) is related to the objective dérivation of a symmetrie tensor
[12, 2] :

T = — + (U.V)T +

TW{U)-W(U)T

~a(D(u)r

+ rD(u)) (2.3)

with a e [-1,1] and W(u) = - (Vu - Vu') dénote the vorticity tensor.
2.2. Conservation laws
The mass conservation équation may be written as :
div u = 0

(2.4)

for a fluid of constant spécifie mass p > 0.
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The momentum équation is :
p ( — + (u.V)u)

- d i v r - 77n Au+ V/7 = 0 .

(2.5)

In the following, we investigate the case of slow flows. Thus, the inertia
term (u . V ) u may be ignored.
The conservation of moments leads to symmetry properties of the tensor
a : a = <r\ Then, from (2.1) :
(2.6)
2.3. Boundary conditions
The conservation laws (2.4)-(2.5) and the Oldroyd constitutive équation
(2.2) have to be used together with initial and boundary conditions. For
a = 1 in (2.3) and vn > °> t h e s e t o f équations (2.2), (2.4)-(2.5) is found to
be of mixed parabolic-hyperbolic type [14, 15]. The characteristic Unes are
the streamlines, and the components of the stress tensor r may be considered
as quantities conveyed on these characteristics.
Let fl be a finite connected flow domain of IR2 or R3. The required
boundary and initial conditions are the following :
(i) a condition of Dirichlet type for the velocities, on the boundary
F - 6/2 :
u = ur

on F

(2.7)

(ii) a condition for the stresses on the upstream boundary section
r_ = {xe T; (u.n)Ot)<0} :
r = TF

on F_

(2.8)

where n is the outward unit normal vector to O at the boundary
(iii) At time t = 0, the initial conditions are :
u(0) = u 0 ;

T(0)=TQ

in

12,

(2.9)

The incompressibility équation (2.4) requires the following compatibüity
condition :

1

ur.nds = 0

r

where ds is the measure on the boundary F.
vol. 28, n 1, 1994
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2.4. Non-dimensional numbers and governing équations
In the present paper, added to the non-dimensional Re and We numbers,
we use a retardation parameter a [14] given by :
CL =

VV

.

(2.11)

Referring to the basic équations (2.2), (2.4)-(2.5) of the problem, we may
now consider the following problem :
(P) : Find the non-dimensional quantities, still noted r, u and p, defined in
/2, which verify the following équations :
of

+ ( u . V ) T + j S f l ( T , V u ) ) + r 2 a D ( u ) = 0 in
/
y+

(u. V ) u ) - d i v T - (1 - a ) A u + Vp - 0 in
divu = 0 in

ft

f2

(2.12)

12 (2.13)
(2.14)

subjected to boundary and initial conditions (2.7)-(2.9). The function
/3a involved in équation (2.12) is given by :

pa(r9 Vu) = r ,W(u)-W(u).

T -a(D(u).

r + r .D(u)). (2.15)

2.5. Existence results
Some results concerning the existence of solutions of problem (P)
(équations (2.12)-(2.14) and boundary condition (2.7)-(2.9)) are known.
There results are obtained upon the assumptions made for the boundary
F, the values rr, ur, rQ and u0 and data of the parameters Re,
We and a :
i) Renardy [21, 22] has obtained, using a fixed-point method, existence of
stationary solutions for any value of «, the other parameters being small.
ii) Guillopé and Saut [13, 14] have proved a global existence resuit of the
solution of problem (P), in the unsteady case, for small values of
a.
3. SEMI-APPROXIMATION OF THE EVOLUTION USING A 0-SCHEME

We now consider the problem (P) where the inertia term of équation (2.13)
is ignored, since only slow flows are investigated. We present in this section
a new method for solving problem (P) by the steps related to the alternating
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direction implicit technique [20] for decoupling the two main difficultés»
e.g., the non-linearity of équation (2.12) and the incompressibility équation
(2.14). It will be shown that the corresponding algorithm enables to solve the
problem under considération in a reliable and efficient way.
3.1. The 0-scheme
Let H be a Hubert space on R. Consider a continuous operator
A on H and the following problem :
Find UeL°°(H,R)
such that :
^ + A(£/) = 0
dt
U(0) = Uo

(3.1)
(3.2)

given UOE H and m G M.
Using a décomposition of A on the form :
(3.3)
we may associate the séquence (Un)n^Qi Un e /ƒ, defined by the following
relations :
(7(0) = Uo

(3.4)

and, for n ss 0, an implicit définition of Un + l according to the three-step
following procedure :
TTti + 8 __ rjn

— + A! Un+0 = -A2Un

m~

(3.5)

(3 6)

-

rn + 1
m

jjn + 1 - 0

\ L + A

l

U *

+ l

= -A2Un

+l e

-

(3.7)

0 ùd

where 0 e ]0, 1/2 [ and àt => 0.
It should be pointed out that équation (3.7) corresponds to a symmetrization step, which allows us to ensure the stability of the 0-seheme [11].
When A1 and A2 are linear operators» the scheme defined by équations
(3.5)-(3.7) is unconditionally stable and has a error of O(At2).
3.2. Application to the solution of probïem (P)
The relevant équations (2.12)-(2.14) of the slow flow of an Oldroyd-B
fluid enable us to introducé two operators Ai and Â2 related to the original
vol 28, n° 1, 1994
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operator A by (3.3) which may be defined as follows :

Ax(r,

U,

p) = I div T + (1 - « ) A u - Vp \
div u

(3.8)

where A dénotes the Laplace operator corresponding to a boundary condition
of Dirichlet type (2.7), co e ]0, 1 [, and :
J ^ ((u . V)

T

+ pa(r,

Vu)) + i - ^
2 a

•
/

(3.9)

0
The diagonal matrix involving real éléments is :
/ We
\
m = diag ( J l £ , _ / t e , O j .

(3.10)

Application of the procedure defined by équations (3.5)-(3.7) to operator
(3.8) and (3.9) gives a new algorithm [24] which allows us to découplé of the
computation of stresses and pressure-velocity (we have used the relations
divu rt + ö = 0 and 2 div £>(uAÏ + 6) = Au tt+ e in step 1). This algorithm is
described below.
Algorithm 3.1 alternating direction method (We >> 0 )
step 1 : rn and u" being known, détermine successively in an explicit way :
yn:= (un. V ) r n + Pa{r\

Vu'1)

(3.11)

n

(3.12)

n

fx - Au" + cx div r + c2 div y
then détermine (un + d, pn+d)
Xun+9

solution of (5) :

- v &un + 0 + Vpn + e = fx

in

Ü

(3.13)

n +e

óivu
= 0 in O
nn + e = ur((n + ö) Ar) on

T

(3.14)
(3.15)

and compute :
Tn+6:=Cl
step 2 : r w + e, un+

e

gn

rn+c2

yn+c3D{un

+ 6)

(3.16)

and uw being known, compute explicitly :
+l â

~

:=c4Tn

u» + i-« î=

+6

+ c5D(un

+d

)

i_Z_^u«^_i^lu«

(3.17)

(3.18)
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then find r
(u

n + l

-

-

9

9

solution of (T) :

.V ) T

n + l

-

e

+p a ( T

n +1 0

- , Vun

+l

- ô ) + vTn

+x 9

"

= g**1-

9

(3.19)
T"

+1

- * = rr{{n + 1 - 6)àt)

o n F_

(3.20)

step 3 is obtained by replacing (n + 0 ) by n + 1, and n by (« + 1 - 6 ) in
step 1.
The different coefficients A, 17, Ï^, CX, C2, C3, C4 and c5 are obtained from
We, /?£, or, (9, Af and o> according to the foliowing équations :

A

(3 21)

- £k

-

n - l - a ^ - 0 - * 0 ' *
H^e + oj e Ar

0.22)

_
We 0 M

°4
C

=

2 a 0 At

. . „ ,.

êT^AI

(3 26)

1
w
( l - 2 ö ) A T " We

3=|f-

-

(3

"27)

(3-28)

The algorithm 3.1 involves sub-problems (S) of Stokes type and subproblems (7") of transport type. The steps 1 and 3 require the solving of subproblems (S), and remain well-posed [10] because 17 > 0 for ail a e [0, 1 ],
We :> 0 and At > 0. Especially for high Weissenberg numbers :
lim

77 = 1 - a » 0

(3.29)

* + 00

for ail a e [0, 1 [.
A sufficient condition of well-posedness of the sub-problem (T) of
transport type will be presented in section 5. Considering the choice of
0, we have followed Glowinski [11] using 0 = 1 — -—= .
V2

vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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4. APPROXIMATION WITH RESPECT TO SPACE

We now consider the steady flow problem ( — = 0 ) of the Oldroyd-B
fluid. This problem can be regarded as a singular perturbation of the Stokes
problem (Pa ), obtained with We = 0 [22] :
(Pa) : find r, u and p, defined in /2, and such that :
r-2aZ)(u) =
div T + (1 - a ) Au - Vp =
div u =
u = u r on

0 in n
- f in H~l(nf
0 in n
F

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

where fl is convex, a e [0, 1], ïeHl{üfy
u r e Hm(F) are given, and
u r verify (2,10).
The problem (Pa) is effectively equivalent to the Stokes problem
(PQX of solution (u, p) independent of a :
(F o ) : Find u and p, defined in Q, such that :
- A u + V p = f in H~l{üf
div u = 0 in Ü
u = ur

on F .

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)

Although équations (4.1)-(4.4) are stili linear, it should be pointed out that
great care is to be taken with the incompressibility condition (4.3). In the
finite-element context, the use of classical approximation methods for the
velocity field requires sophisticated éléments, leading to more or less good
approximation of équation (4.3). This is all the more troublesome as the
velocity fiel u is likely to transport the stress tensor, for example in subproblem (T).
As the starting point of our analysis, we shall consider hère the
incompressible finite element of Thomas-Raviart [10, 23] for the velocities.
Then, we shall list hère the basic properties of this element. Finally, two
possible approximations for the tensors which will assure the well-posedness
of the related approximate problems are considered.
4.1. Approximation of vectors
We consider now a two-dimensional flow situation in a convex polygonal
domain fl. In order to approximate the Stokes problem (Po)> w e introducé
the (scalar) vorticity field w as :
& = curl u = 6 ^ 2 —92Mi

(4-8)

related to a vector field u = (wb «2).
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Using the notation :
cur! (o =

(32Ù) ;

- d^ )

(4.9)

we may write the followmg équation :
curl curl u = — Au + V div u

(4.10)

Let 0h, Vh and Ph be finite dimensional vector spaces such that :
Vh c=//(div; 12)

(4.11)

2

PhczL (f2),
We also consider the spaces :
V 0 A = { v e V A ; v . n = 0 on F}

(4.12)

and
POh = \qeLz(n);\

q dx = 0

.

(4.13)

An approximating variational formulation of problem (Po) involved by
équations (4.5)-(4.7) is :
(P0)h : Find (cohJ uh, ph) e 0h x Vh x PQh such that u . n = u r . n on
F and :
(<oh, 0)- ( c u r l ^ u A ) = < u r . t , 0)
- (curl <oh, y) + (div v, ph) = - (f, v)
Afi?) = 0

(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)

for any (6, v, q) e 0h x F o ^ x Ph. We suppose hère îsL2(f2)2.
The
symbols ( . , . ) and { , , . ) dénote the scalar product of spaces L2(f2 ) and
L2(F) respectively. The vector t is written as : t = ( - n 2 , nx) if n = (n l9 n 2 ).
Lastly, we define the spaces Xh and XQh by the following expressions :
Xh = {v E Vfc ; (div v, 4) = 0, for ail $ G F J
XOh = {veXh; v . n = 0 on F } .

(4.17)
(4.18)

On the basis on [10], if the spaces 0h, Vh and Ph satisfy the following
compatibility conditions :
fc

(qhePh
vol. 28, ne 1, 1994
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then the problem (Po)h (équations (4.14)-(4.16)) has a unique solution.
Practically, following [10, chap. 3] and [23], we adopt the following
spaces :
0h
Vh=

= {0 G H1 (f2)n
{VGH

C°(&);

( d i v ;f2);v{Ke
2

Ph = {q e L (n)

0]Ke

Pk(K\

RTk(K),

; qlK e Pk_x(K\

f o r a i l # e Th)

f o r all K e Th)

for ail K e Th}

(4.21)
(4.22)

(4.23)

which satisfy the conditions (4.19)-(4.20). The subspace RTk(K) is defined
hereafter. (Th)h^ö dénotes a family of regular triangulations of Ö indexed by
a parameter h >- 0. Th is a triangulation composed of triangles or convex
quadrilaterals of diameter majored by h. k s= 1 dénotes an integer which is
used to define the level of the finite element method. Pt(K\ l ^ 0, dénotes
the subspace of dimension - ( / + l ) ( / + 2 ) related to polynomials defined
on a triangle K (respectively (/ + 1 )2 for a convex quadrilatéral) of degree
lower or equal than / with respect to the two variables (respectively, to each
variable).
These définitions imply that éléments of Sh are continuous at the interfaces
of the éléments, which is not verified, in gênerai, for éléments of
Ph. According to the définition (4.22) of Vh, the assumption v e H (div ; £2 )
is equivalent to verify the continuity of normal components o f v e V^ through
the interfaces of the éléments.
We define the subspace RTk(K) by :
RTk(K) = {v e H (div ; K) ; J~K i . DFlK{y) e RTk(K)}

(4.24)

where F K is the invertible application which maps the triangle (respectively
square) K of référence into a triangle (respectively convex quadrilatéral)
K, DF K dénotes the Jacobian matrix of K and JK its determinant.
When K is the référence triangle, RTk(K) is found to be the space of
dimension ^(^ + 2) of vectors v = (v^ v2) of the form :

€i

w h e r e pl9 p2 e P k_ l(K)

div v ^ 0

(4-26)

a n d al^ e M, Q**i *zk - 1. W e a l s o g e t :

if and only if

a tf = 0, for ail i, 0 ^ i ^ k - 1 .

(4.27)
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In the case where K is the référence square [ - 1 , 1 ] 2 , it can be shown that
RTk(K) is the space of dimension 2 k(k + 1 ) of vectors v = {Pl9 v2) of the
form :
f2).fi

where ^ l s p2 e Pk_1([09
that:

(4-28)

1 ]) and qu 42 e ?k~i0*0* It is immediately seen

div v = Oifandonlyif 3 1 ( ^ 1 . ^ 1 ) + d2(Ç2.q2)

= 0.

(4.30)

Remark 4.1 : If 7^ involves only triangles, the property (4.27) may be
concisely written as :
Xh = P2h.

(4.31)

Remark 4.2 :lîTh involves only rectangles, the sides of which are parallel
to the référence axes, we obtain the interesting following property :
for each v = (vx, v2) e XQh, there exists i//x, tl/2e P h such that :
*!(*!, x 2 ) = Xj . iffxÇxn x2)

and

v2(xl, x2) = x2 . <A2Oi> x2) (4.32)

and
0in^,

for ail

K e Th .

(4,33)

4.2. Approximation of tensors
We now consider the problem (P {) resulting from équations (4.1 M4.4) for
a = 1. By relaxing the symmetry constraint r = rl of the stress tensor, we
de fine a family of fini te éléments which leads to a well-posed problem.
Then, introducing a family of triangulations constituted by rectangles the
sides of which are parallel to the axes, we propose a symmetrie approximation of the tensors that generalizes the « Marker-and-Cell » [25] technique.
4.2.1. Relaxation of the symmetry constraint
Let Th be a finite-dimensional subspace which vérifies :
Th cz {y = (7lj) ; ( T i l î 7i2) e H (div ; Ü ), i = 1, 2} .

(4.34)

We now introducé a Lagrange multiplier A, which belongs to a finitedimensional space Mh cL2(f2) and define the space Sh by :
Sh= {y eTh;
ö

voL 28, n 1, 1994
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An approximate variational formulation of the problem (Px) may be
expressed as follows :
( P i ) A : find ( TA, uft, A
x V, x Mh x F
. n = u r . n on
r , such that :
1 ,
' ) + (div
2 (T/I' *
(div T)i,

U) == <ur>

)+(:
V ) 4-

r •

n>

(div v, p A ) = - (f, v)

( Th 112 "

(4.37)
(4. .38)
(4. .39)

T

h; 21. /O = 0

(div %, <?) = o
for any (y, v, /*, 4) in r A x VOfc xMhx

(4..36)

FA.

PROPOSITION 4.1 : If the spaces Th, Vh, Mh and P h verify the compatibility
conditions (4.20) and :

(div y, vA) + ( r 1 2 - y 21 , M A ) = 0 ,

for ail

y e 7\

(4.40)

v^ = 0 and fi h = 0.
Then, the problem (P j )A admits a unique solution.
Proof : Equations (4.36)-(4.39) of (P x )h define a closed linear System, it is
sufficient to prove the uniqueness property.
Suppose f = 0 and u r = 0, and let (rh, nh, \h, ph) a solution of the
problem under considération. Putting (4.39) with q = ph in équation (4.37)
with v = u^, we get (uh, div rh) = 0. Similarly, using équation (4.38) with
/x = \ h in équation (4.36) with y = rh, leads to rh = 0. Thus, équation
(4.36) may be written as :
(div y, uA) + (yn - y2i, *h) = 0
for ail y e Th, that means, according to (4.40) : u^ = 0 and Àh = 0. In that
case, with the help of (4.20), équation (4.37) implies that ph = 0.
D
We now select the following spaces :
T(hl)= {y = ( y i 7 ) e / / ( d i v ; / 2 ) ; ( y n , yi2)sVhfi
M^

= Ph

= 1,2}

(4.41)
(4.42)

and S(hl\ related to définition (4.35).
THEOREM 4.1 : When the subspaces T^ (équation (4.41)), Vh (4.22),
M(hl) (4.42) and Ph (4.23) are selected as spaces Th, Vh9 Mh, P}v
respectively, the problem (Pi)h admits a unique solution.
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Proof : It is sufficient to verify condition (4.40). For purpose of simplification, let us suppose that the triangulation Th involves only triangles.
First, we consider y e T^] such that div y = 0. According to (4.31), we
have y e P t

With yn = y22 = 0 and y 12 = - y 21 - - fih s P h, we get

A** = 0 .

Secondly, using (4.40) for every component of yh9 we obtain, from (4.20) :
v, = o.
a
Remark 4.3 : The element of lowest order k = 1 and the nodal localization
of degrees of freedom are shown on figure 1.

• co
X u.n
•

T,.n T2.n

P

DFigure 1. — Triangular element (k = 1, 2 ).

4.2.2. Symmetrie approximation of the tensors
When the triangulation Th only involves rectangles the sides of which are
parallel to the référence axes, it is possible to define the derivatives
b^i, i = 1, 2 as éléments of P h for a given element v = (vx, v2) E Vh. The
main idea consists in considering separately the normal components
rit, i = 1, 2 and the shearing components r i ; = rJh i ^ j of the stress tensor
r =

(Ty).

Let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace defined as :
Shc= {y = ( y £ j ) ; y ( 7 e L 2 ( / 2 ) ; y,y = yyf e Z / 1 ^ ) n C°(/2), i ^ 7 } .
(4.43)
An approximate variational formulation of problem (P x ) may be expressed
as :
(POh- f i n d (rh> u/,, ph) eShxVhxPOh,
u - u r on T, such that
~(rh,

y)- f

vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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+ (div Y, p») = - (f, v) - £ (rr. „ . «,-, „,-> (4.45)
( =1

(divu*. <y) = 0
for any (y, v, q) e ShxVQhx

Pk,

(4.46)

where r r . / ( = 2 a ( -u r ; / on T .

PROPOSITION 4.2 : /ƒ ?/ze spaces Sh, Vh and P h verify the compatibility
condition (4,20) and :
if yheXQhi
-

£

( T U . 3 ^ i ; & ) + X (ô ; r 0 -, */;*) = 0 ,

forall

y e S,

(4.47)

£/l£fl V^ = 0

then a unique solution for problem (P \\ exists.
Proof : The proof is similar to that given for proposition 4.1.
We now consider the space :
SP = {y = {Jij) ; y a e Ph ; y,7 = y,-,- e ©,} .

D
(4.48)

THEOREM 4.2 : If S^ is considered as space Sh, and Vh and P h are given
by (4.22) and (4.23), then the problem (Pi)h admits a unique solution.

Proof : We only have to verify the compatibility condition (4.47). Let
sucn
tnat
\heXQh.
From remark 4.2, there exist *ffu ip2tPh
9
\h = (x{ tffu x2 «Ai)- A choice of y e Sh which satisfy rii|A- = i U i • ^I|AT)
and 722\K —92(X2 • *I*I\K) f° r a ^ & e Th, yn = T21 = 0 leads to
8

i ( * i • ^ i | j r ) = a2C*2 • ^ 2 | j f ) = °

mK

>

f o r a11

^

e

^ i - Hence t/fl = ^ 2 = 0

v, = 0.

:

•

Remark 4.4 : In figure 2, we present a rectangular element the sides of
which are parallel to the axes. The element of lowest order k = 1 may be
considered as an extension of the « Marker and Cell » scheme [25].
4.3. Approximation of the Stokes problem

From the éléments presented in previous sections we propose a variational
approximation of problem (4.1)-(4.4) :
(Pa)h:

Find (rh9 coh, uh9 ph) e Sh x 0h x Vh x POh,

uh . n = u r . n on

r , such that :
(rh, y ) + 2 a (div y, uh) = 2 a <ur, y . n)

(4.49)
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D Xl2 (û

X u.n

Figure 2. — Rectangular element {k = 1, 2).

(û>, 0 ) - (1 - a ) ( c u r l 0 , Uh)= (1 - a ) < U r . t , 0>

(4.50)

(div rh9 v) - (curl ù}h, v) + (pA, div v) = - (f, v)

(4.51)

(divuA> q) = 0

(4.52)

for each (y, 0, v, q) e Th x 0h x VOA X ^^*
Moreover, when the finite spaces are expressed by (4.21)-(4.23) and
(4.41) or (4.48), it can be readily proved from the previous results that the
problem (Pa )h admits a unique solution, for ail a e [0, 1 ]. When
Sh is given by (4.48), (uh, ph) is independent of a.
The algebraic équations involved by équations (4.49)-(4.52) may be
written as :
2 aB'
0
(4.53)

R
0
where T, W, U, P dénote the vectors of degrees of freedom related to
TA, coh, uh and ph, respectively.
Using appropriate quadrature formulas for the évaluation of the coefficients
of MT and M„, the matrices may be diagonalized. Then, the vector
W can be easily eliminated from the System, by defining :
C = - (l-a)R.Mal

(4.54)

.R

Hence, we obtain
/ MT
B
\ 0
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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C
D

°\ /
D')
0

T

\p

\
!

Fx
F2

(4.55)
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By introducing the transport terms for the stresses, in order to involve the
viscoelastic effects, the relevant System is written as :
(A(U)
B
0

2rf
C
D

0
D* \ |
0

U

) = | F2

|

(4.56)

where A(U) = MT -+- We .T(U) and the « perturbation » matrix T(U) is
obtained from approximation of the transport term (u . V ). The approximating techniques are considered in the following section.

5. APPROXIMATION FOR THE TRANSPORT OF STRESSES

In this section, we present the analysis for approximation of sub-problems
(T) related to algorithm 3.1 :
(T) : Given v > 0, u e Wl>™{nf and g e L2(f2)\
f2, which verify :
(u. V ) r + /? a (r, Vw)+ vr = g in
T

- rr

on

T_ .

find r, defined in
fi

(5.1)
(5.2)

The bilinear form (Ba is given by équation (2.15).
In order to avoid numerical oscillating solutions which may appear despite
the existence of a regular exact solution, we have selected methods which
permit to approximate the transport operator (u . V ) by a monotonous (or
total variation decreasing) operator.
A sufficient condition to existence of weak solutions to problem (5.1)(5.2) is given in [241 :
v-2|fl|||Z)(u)||c()>0

(5.3)

where a dénotes the parameter involved in the objective dérivation operator,
and || . H^ the norm of L°°(/2)4.
For a ^ O , and v given by (3.23), a sufficient condition is :
Ar

(54)

In the following, upwind schemes for the approximating spaces will be
examined.
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5.1. Non-symmetric tensors
To simplify the notation, we will consider the approximation of the
transport term for a gênerai second-order tensor. The reader has to take care
to introducé the symmetry constraint and the corresponding Lagrange
multiplier for the problem under considération.
Components of a tensor rh e TJP are generally discontinuous at interfaces
between éléments (more precisely, the tangential components
rittK,
i = 1, 2 are discontinuous through the éléments interfaces). Non-centered
techniques are possible in schemes involving right-side or left-side values,
according to the direction of the flow [17]. Then, the approximate problem
may be written as follows :
{T\ : find rh e T{hl\ rh = rr on r _ such that
(u.nK)[Th].yds+

f

(u.V)rh.ydx

(Pa(Th> ^ u ) + vrh) • y dx = \ g .
Jn
Jn

(5.5)

for each y e T(hl\ y = 0 on T_.
We note [rh] = r^nt - r^ xt the step of rh at the separating line between one
element to another in the direction of the outer unit normal vector
n^ to the element K. We define :
dK_ = {x e dK ; (u . nK)(x) < 0} .

(5.6)

The numerical analysis of this scheme has been extensively described by
Girault and Raviart [10] for Navier-Stokes équations.
5.2. Symmetrie tensors
In problem (T), a scalar transport problem may be considered for each
component of tensor r.
The normal component rh.ii are generally discontinuous and the method
previously presented in section 5.1 can be applied in order to obtain the noncentered corresponding scheme.
The shear components rh:ij, i # ƒ are continuous. In that case, the
streamline upwind scheme as proposed by Hughes and Brooks |_3] may be
considered. The «non-consistent» formulation of the streamline upwind
technique for the shear components is considered here. (See [18] for a
comparison of efficiency with the Petrov-Galerkin formulation).
vol. 28, n" 1, 1994
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It should be pointed out that :
• The discontinuous method leads to monotonous schemes [12] only for
element whose degree is equal or lower than 1 ;
• Although the streamline upwinding technique is not monotonous, the
corresponding numerical results are generally found to be acceptable in many
cases of practical interest.
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We now describe the application of the ADI method (already presented in
3.1) to the computation of the flow in a plane or axisymmetric contraction,
subjected to specified boundary conditions. The results were obtained for
different meshes, at various Weissenberg numbers.
6-1. General features of the flow in an abrupt contraction
6.1.1.

Introduction

Such a flow is of interest from both theoretical and practical points of view
(e.g., in relation to polymer processing problems), and has been investigated
in numerous expérimental works (see for example [2] and [6]). In the entry
flow région, before the contraction, the fluid particles are accelerated close
to the central région of the duet, while vortices appear close to the edges (see
fig. 3). This flow may be considered a complex one, because it appears to be
practically a shear flow close to the solid wall, and becomes rather
elongational at the vicinity of the center. Experiments reported in the
literature have shown increasing recirculating zones when the value of the
Weissenberg number We increases.
6.1.2. Boundary

conditions

In our numerical experiments, the abrupt contraction was considered as
plane (plane flow, with cartesian coordinates x1 = x, x2 = y), with a plane of
symmetry for x = 0, or axisymmetrical (we use cylindrical coordinates
x1 — z, x2 = r, x3 = 6), involving an axis of symmetry r = 0. In both
situations, we may consider a half-domain J? corresponding to x2 > 0, as
shown in figure 4.
The rheological model of équation (1.3) involves the upper convected
derivative for a = 1. The computational domain is assumed to be long
enough to verify Poiseuille velocity profiles at upstream and downstream
sections x1 = sr and x2 = s2 of respective widths rx and r2. Then we have :
(l

( ) )

0

1 2

(6.1)
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Figure 3. — FJow description in an abrupt contraction.

ri
WALL
UPSTREAM

n
DOWNSTREAM

0

^

Figure 4. — Domain fl for an abrupt contraction C — 4.
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ur.2(si9

x2) = 0 ,

0**x2**ri9

i = 1, 2

(6.2)

where ft e R, / = 1, 2.
For points in the plane or the axis of symmetry, we may write the
following symmetry équation :
Lll (xl9 0) = Ur.2(xi9 0) = 0 ,

Si sSJC! ^S2

(6.3)

and the boundary condition for the velocity :
ur = 0

at the wall.

(6.4)

From the compatibility équation (2.10) related to the mass conservation,
we get :
ƒi

=

\C~l fi
_j
[C ƒ 2

\

f° r a plane domain
for an axisymmetric domain

(6.5)

where C = rxlr2 dénotes the contraction ratio.
The stresses at the upstream section are given by :
f2x2
ru(su x2) = 2 aWe-^
,

0^x2^r1

(6.6)

0 =s x 2 =£ r1 .

(6.8)

n
ƒ 1X2

rl2(su

x2) = — a —— ,
r\

In the axisymmetric case, the component r 33 (related to the coordinate
0) may be computed, and verify at the upstream section the following
équation :
T

33(^i> x 2 ) = 0 ,

0^x2^rl.

(6.9)

The choice :
/ 2 = >-2

(6.10)

led us to fix the shear component a12 of the Cauchy stress tensor
a (équation (2.1)) at the wall, in the downstream fully developed flow :
| cr12| -• 1 when s2 -• + oo. This choice allows us to fix the average velocity
at the downstream to 1/3 (resp. 1/8) for a plane (resp. axisymmetric) domain.
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6.2. Triangulation and fînite éléments
6.2.1. Choice of parameters
In our numerical investigations, we have chosen C — 4 and r2 = 1. This
corresponds to the classical four-to-one abrupt contraction generally investigated in numerical works. The values s1 = - 64 and s2 = 200, related to
positioning the upstream and downstream sections have proved to be
satisfactory for obtaining accurate Poiseuille velocity profiles. The parameter
a of the Oldroyd-B model was taken to be a = 8/9, as usually done in
calculations. The range of the Weissenberg numbers was : 0 ^ We =s= 90. The
tests were run on a Appolo DN 4000 workstation.
6.2.2. Mesh and éléments
The choice of rectangular finite éléments has proved to be well-adapted to
the shape of the computational flow domain. We have retained the éléments
of lower degree (k = 1 ) with a symmetrie approximation for the stresses (see
section 4.2.2).
Starting from a rough triangulation T(0), a family (r (() ) ( ^ 0 was constructed
by using a refining procedure of T(0) near the re-entrant corner (fig. 5). On
T^\ the length of the éléments close to the re-entrant corner is given by :
1

(6.11)

3 x 2'

The length of éléments quite distant from the corner is given by a
geometrie progression of constant factor. NEt and NSt dénote the number of
éléments and vertices, respectively, such that :
t

- dim (Sh xVhxPh)

(6.12)

=

It can be noticed that NEt « NSi asymptotically, which leads to the
approximation NtJNEi « 6 (see table 1).
Table 1. -— Number of éléments of the triangulations.

/

K

0

0.3333

144

184

945

6.56

1

0.1667

299

356

1909

6.38

2

0.0833

576

655

3 615

6.27

3

0.0416

1 196

1309

7 403

6.18
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Partial view
of Mesh 2.0
945 D.O.F.
( 144 . faces , 184 nodes )

Partial view
of Mesh 2 . 1 .
1909 D.O.F.
(

299 faces , 356 nodes

)

Partial view
of Mesh 2.2
3615 D.U.F.
(

576 faces , 655 nodes

)

Partial view
of Mesh 2.3
7403 D.O.F.
(

1196 faces , 1309 nodes

)

Figure 5. — Mesh family of the domain Xi (partial views).
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Consequently, the method uses asymptotically a degree of freedom by
element and by (one of the 6) scalar fields r n , r12, r 22 , uït u2, and
p, which appear to be an optimal number of unknowns.
6.3. Resolution of the sub-problems
The sub-problems (S) of the Stokes-type are solved using a conjugategradient method. The preconditioning is obtained by means of augmented
Lagrangian methods [8]. The efficiency of this method was particularly
spectacular, as the initial problem is ill-conditioned, due to the domain
length and the présence of the re-entrant corner.
The transport sub-problems (T) are solved by using SSOR with block
symmetrization [24]. All the éléments are numbered in the direction of the
main flow. Numerical tests of this procedure have shown fast convergence
(in itération number and time) of the residual terms.
6.4. Results for a four-to-one abrupt contraction
We now consider the numerical results obtained for the plane or
axisymmetric contraction, in relation to the présence of the corner, which is
expected to generate important vortices near the salient corner, and
modifications on the évolution of stresses and velocities.
6.4.1. Normal stress component rn at the vicinity of the corner
We first observe on figure 6 the influence of the Weissenberg number on
the first normal stress r n along the straight line x2 = 1 close to the re-entrant
corner. We notice that :
(i) the peak (theoretically infinité at the corner singularity) becomes
sharper and higher as the Weissenberg number increases. Similar examples
could be also presented for the other stress components r 12 and r 22 ,
(ii) the accuracy of our computations can be asserted by considering the
fully-developed Poiseuille profiles (for velocity and stress) at the downstream
section. The shortest downstream section length such that the Poiseuille
profiles are fully-developed increases as the Weissenberg number becomes
greater (see also [4, 7]).

f2

The stress at the downstream section tends to 2 aWe — .

A
6.4.2. Recirculating zones
In order to comment the numerical results for the vortices, we have
computed the stream function tA, which is characterized as the unique
solution of the following variational problem :
vol. 28, n" 1, 1994
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(a)

1ZQ0

-10.00

-5.00

Q00

We = 2

&.00

12J00

10.00

-1000
1

^ T11

-5.00

aOO

5.00

10.00

T11

24J0O

24X»

1600

-2aoo
s

-10.00

aoo

20JOO

T11

-20.00

-101»

10J0O

20JOC

Til

f«

-10.00

aoo

lor»

20JOOX

-20.00

-10.00

aoo

10.00

We - 14

20JOOX

Figure 6. — Stress component ru at the corner singularity.
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$ = $ r on F, such that :

(curl ^, curl f ) = (u, curl f ) ,

for ail

£ e ƒƒJ(/2 )

(6.13)

where u dénotes the velocity field, and tf/r the boundary condition given at
the upstream and downstream section by :
0s*x2*zri9

i = 1,2

(6.14)

where
f 1/2 (x - 1 f (x + 2 ) for a plane domain
l (x — 1 ) (x + 1 )
for an axisymmetric domain

(f- 1 s ,

and
vo

=

[ ƒ2 >V3
\
7

for a plane domain

lƒ2 rz%

f° r

(6.16)
an

axisymmetric domain .

On the axis, we may write :
\f/Q, Si =£ X =£ ^2

(6.17)

1
and ^ r = 0 on the wall.
The flow will be represented by the sketch of the computed streamlines,
which are Unes of ip/i//0, The main flow in the central région corresponds to
the case ^ > 0, since the recirculating zone is characterized by ip -< 0. The
separating line between the two régions is determined by the condition
il/ = 0.
The intensity of the recirculations is determined by the quantity

min (ï^/tAo) •
When the velocity field is approximated by u^ e Vh, it is possible to
approximate <A, the unique solution of (F), by tyh e ©h.
Figure 7 shows the sketch of streamlines in a plane (là) and an
axisymmetric (Jb) contractions, for the triangulation T(3). It can be seen in
figure 8 that for the case of plane symmetry, the intensity and the length of
the circulating zones appear to increase moderately when the Weissenberg
number grows. This resuit confirms those given in the literature [4, 7].
Conversely, in the case of the axisymmetric contraction, it is well-known
that viscoelastic liquids exhibit important vortex zones, which notably differ
from the Newtonian behavior in such geometry. From our own results, we
observe that, when the Weissenberg We increase, the center of the
circulating zone moves from the re-entrant corner to the salient edge
vol. 28, nö 1, 1994
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Newtonian fluid
Plane contraction

•; •'""_

O/Ï53 355

Newtonian f l u i d
Axisymmetrie case

Figure 7. — Streamlines for a slow Newtonian flow in a plane (a) and axisymmetric (b) abrupt
contraction.
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Oldroyd-B fluid
We = 4 , «:= 0.89
Plane contraction
i? . Ç

1

S .6

WÈÈÈÈÊÊËÈÈÉÈÈÊÈÊÊÈÊÈÊËÈÈÊÊÈÈ

:

-fi

H%

.ftK'.nf.'ïl

Figure 8. — Streamline in plane contraction ( We = 4 ).

(We = 20, fig. 9) and the intensity of the recirculation is increasing. The
focus zone then moves towards the upstream section and enlarges near the
separating line, as can be seen in figure 10, at We = 60. It can finally be
observed that the secondary flow zone leaves the re-entrant corner towards
the salient edge with an axial increase of size in direction to the upstream
section (fig. 11, We = 90).
Beyond the value of We = 100, the width s2 = 200 does not permit the
fully developed Poiseuille flow to be obtained at the limiting downstream
section. Although no convergence problems were encountered for
We > 100, the numerical experiments were not pursued beyond this value,
mainly because of the necessity to extend the downstream flow zone. It
should be outlined that, up to We = 100, stationary numerical solutions were
still obtained by the algorithm.
6.43. Velocity profiles on the axis
A velocity overshoot for the first velocity component ul(xl, 0),
,Sj =< JCJ *s 52 may be observed, in comparison with the downstream Poiseuille
velocity profile. This overshoot phenomenon, which is not clearly apparent
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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Oldroyd-B f l u i d
We = 10 ti= 0.89
Axisymmetric case

Figure 9. — Streamline in axisymmetric contraction ( We = 10 ).

.*~^r>

Ûldroyd-B f l u i d

-*****'

We = 60 , oC= 0.89

F

Axisymmetric case

Figure 10. — Streamline in axisymmetric contraction ( We = 60 ).
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Uldroyd-B f l u i d
We = 90 ,ot= ü.89
Axisymmetrie casé

Figure 11. — Streamline in axisymmetric contraction ( We = 90 ).

for a Newtonian fluid (fig. 12a) is found to increase fastly versus
We. According to our results, the abscissa of the maximum value of
ux moves towards the downstream section when the Weissenberg number
increases (figs. 12b and 12c).
6.4.4. Computing time
On table 2, we have reported the CPU times for the converged solution at
We = 4, as a function of the triangulation which has been used.
The low cost of our numerical procedure makes it practical for a
workstation (e.g., Apollo DN 4000). The use of the C language allowed us to
manage the storage area efficiently (by performing dynamic memory
allocation and réclamation) : compacting procedures for the storage of the
matrix resulting from the finite element method were used. The storage area
cost was found to be linear in term of the size N.
7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the major problems related to the numerical simulation of the
flow of certain classes of constitutive équations have been considered. A
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Figure 12. — Velocity profile on the axis.
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Table 2. — Cost in Computing time anti storuge area.

Mesh

N

CPU time

0

945

55 s

1

1 909

3 mm 28 s

2

3 615

10 mm 16 s

3

7 403

28 mm 32 s

resolution procedure has been proposée, which enables to overcome the
difficulties detailed at the beginning of the paper. The distinguishing features
of the method may be summarized as follows :
i) The retained approximation for the unknowns vérifies the compatibility
conditions, leading to a well-posed problem when the Weissenberg number
is zero. The éléments chosen for the computation are robust : the incompressibility condition is verified exactly. Moreover, the particular element
defined in section 4.2.2 is inexpensive, and may be interpreted in the context
of finite différence schemes : this element is easy to use and could be inserted
in existing codes.
ii) The approximate transport sub-problem related to the Oldroyd-B
équations has been solved with appropriate schemes, giving stationary
solutions at high Weissenberg numbers.
iii) Spectacular réduction of the CPU time has been obtained. The
algorithm involving an ADI procedure appears to be robust and efficient : the
computational steps are decoupled into standard sub-problems which can be
solved in optimal conditions. Moreover, the space-time solution procedure
enables us to consider in the next future time-dependent viscoelastic
problems.
The method presented in this paper has been applied (and validated) to a
difficult problem. Since the solution is singular due to the re-en trant corner of
the contraction, we have had to generate meshes involving a high number of
éléments : our method made it practically trac table.
Our results have been found to be quantitatively consistent with those
given by Marchai and Crochet [4]. Moreover, it has proved possible to
compute on a workstation, for the first time to our knowledge, stationary
solution of the flows of an Oldroyd-B fluid, at high Weissenberg numbers in
the 4/1 axisymmetric contraction.
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